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Abstract
Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have revolutionized the treatment of cancer over the last decade, bringing
about a paradigm shift in systemic cancer therapy away from traditional cytotoxic and targeted therapies. While
some patients have dramatic treatment responses, it is sobering to note that most tumors are either resistant
at the outset, or develop resistance after initial response. A major area of translational and clinical research is in
identifying therapeutic strategies to overcome resistance to ICIs. We have performed an in-depth review of the
different mechanisms of resistance and potential avenues to overcome resistance through rationally designed
combination treatment with ICIs.
Keywords: Immunotherapy resistance, tumor microenvironment, PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA-4

INTRODUCTION
Cytotoxic chemotherapy and targeted molecular therapy have been the mainstay of treatment for
metastatic cancers for several decades. While significant improvement has been made over this period, the
vast majority of metastatic tumors remain incurable due to inherent genomic instability, which allows them
to develop resistance to these therapies[1]. Recent advances in cancer immunology and immunotherapy
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have resulted in a significant paradigm shift, allowing a subset of patients to see sustained treatment
responses and some advanced cancers were even made “curable”[2].
The foundations of the modern era of tumor immunology were laid in the late nineteenth century when
William Coley witnessed the regression of malignant tumors in patients who developed a bacterial
infection[3,4]. However, with the rapid progress of chemotherapy and radiation therapy in the first half of
the twentieth century, the development of immunotherapy was overlooked. During the latter half of the
century, tumor immunology was harnessed to treat certain cancers with the development of the BCG
vaccine, interferon, and interleukin-2[5]. Our understanding of T cell anti-tumor responses has come a
long way through incremental steps of elucidating the intricate interaction between cancer cells, T cells,
antigen-presenting cells, immunosuppressive cells, and other immune mechanisms[6]. The dynamic
interplay between inhibitory and stimulatory signals on T cells modulates the degree of immune activation
to allow tolerance to self-antigens (inhibitory) while mounting an adaptive immune response to foreign
antigens (stimulatory)[7]. An essential mechanism of inhibitory stimuli is through immune checkpoints,
which help to control the inflammatory response after T cell activation and protect normal cells from T
cell mediated cytotoxicity. This protective mechanism, however, may be a disadvantage for cancer cells as
the T cell immune response effect towards cancer cells is eliminated within the tumor microenvironment
(TME)[7].
The first immune checkpoint to be characterized is the cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4
(CTLA-4) receptor, identified on activated T cells and regulatory T cells (Tregs)[8]. CTLA-4 competes with
CD28 for the B7 ligand, inhibiting T cell proliferation and IL-2 secretion, and has been shown to inhibit
tumor cell proliferation[9]. Another checkpoint receptor expressed by activated T cells is programmed death
1 (PD-1) and its ligand programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1)[10]. The expression of PD-L1 on tumor cells
can serve as a potent mechanism for escaping host immune responses[11] and the blockade of the PD-1 and
PD-L1 axis has been shown to lead to an anti-tumor immune response[12,13].
The CTLA-4 inhibitor ipilimumab was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in
2011 for metastatic malignant melanoma, serving as the first new agent in this class of ICIs[14]. In 2014,
the anti-PD-1 antibodies, pembrolizumab and nivolumab were approved by the FDA for advanced
melanoma and additional agents in these classes were also approved. Currently, three anti-PD-1 antibodies
(pembrolizumab, nivolumab and cemiplimab) and three anti-PD-L1 antibodies (atezolizumab, durvalumab
and avelumab) have been approved by the FDA for the treatment of various types of cancer. Despite
thousands of patients treated with ICIs - both on and off trial - the sobering reality is that while some
patients have had dramatic and sustained responses, the overall treatment response rate to these agents
is usually low and some patients who do have tumor regression initially, start losing that response over
time[15]. These findings would suggest the existence of resistance mechanisms to checkpoint inhibitors:
primary resistance in tumors that have no response, and secondary resistance in those that responded
initially but lose that response over time. Resistance to ICIs can occur at different points in the T cell
activation process [Figure 1].
As ICIs have become an established part of the oncologist’s armamentarium, a major focus of ongoing
clinical and translational research is the identification of avenues to overcome resistance to these agents
and thereby, broadening the cohort of patients with cancer who may benefit from them. Understanding the
mechanisms of resistance is thus crucial to this approach of personalizing the delivery of immunotherapy.
In this article, we review the different mechanisms of resistance to ICIs. Additionally, we explore potential
strategies to overcome resistance and improve clinical outcomes in patients with cancer.

MECHANISMS OF RESISTANCE
Resistance can be primary, in tumors that have never responded to ICIs, or acquired, where resistance occurs
after a period of initial response. Resistance can also be classified as intrinsic or extrinsic to tumor cells.
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Figure 1. Steps involved in the generation of an effective tumor-directed T cell response through the formation of tumor reactive T cells,
the activation of effector T cell function and the formation of effector memory T cells (A); resistance to immune checkpoint inhibitors
may occur due to multiple different factors within the tumor cell or the tumor microenvironment (B). MHC: major histocompatibility
complex; PD-1: programmed death 1; PD-L1: programmed cell death ligand 1; MDSC: myeloid-derived suppressor cell; IDO: Indoleamine
2,3-dioxygenase; APC: antigen-presenting cell

Intrinsic resistance is observed when cancer cells alter processes that are relevant to immune recognition,
cell signaling pathways, gene expression, and DNA damage responses. Extrinsic resistance occurs external
to tumor cells through immunological and non-immunological interaction among T cells, macrophages,
myeloid-derived suppressor cells, immune checkpoints, enzymes, angiogenesis, and the microbiome[6,16-18]
[Figure 2A].

MECHANISMS OF INTRINSIC RESISTANCE
Lack of neoantigens

Tumor antigen-specific T cells may often be present within tumors without mounting an effective immune
response[19,20]. This is more commonly seen in tumors that do not have a significantly increased tumor
mutation burden (TMB) and do not express neoantigens that would stimulate a focused CD8+ T cell
response against them. This absence of T cells that can recognize unique tumor antigens makes these
tumors nonresponsive to ICI therapy[21]. Conversely, genetic or epigenetic changes in tumor cells could
theoretically lead to acquired resistance after an initial response[1].
Cancers with high immunogenicity which typically accompanies high TMB such as melanoma, renal cell
carcinoma, and non-small cell lung cancer are known to be sensitive to immunotherapy, while in contrast,
those such as prostate or pancreatic cancer with low immunogenicity tend to be minimally responsive
to ICI therapy[20,22-24]. Renal cell carcinoma has a relatively low TMB and is a noteworthy exception,
highlighting the presence of other factors contributing to its response to ICI[25]. Within the same cancer
histology, the degree of the mutational load is also associated with variations in clinical response[22,26].
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Figure 2. Mechanisms that may either alone, or in combination lead to de novo or acquired resistance to immune checkpoint inhibition
(A); Primary and acquired mechanisms of resistance at different points in the cancer immunity cycle and potential therapeutic strategies
to overcome them (B). PD-1: programmed death 1; PD-L1: programmed cell death ligand 1; IDO: Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; VEGF:
vascular endothelial growth factor

Intracellular antigens are presented on the cell surface through the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC), and disruption of such antigen presentation can result in resistance of the tumor to T cell mediated
cytotoxicity. The antigen presentation mechanism may also be altered through mutations interfering with
the transporter for antigen presentation (TAP), or within the structure of the MHC itself[27]. Moreover,
alterations in the antigen-presenting machinery, beta 2 microglobulin (B2M), or the MHC itself may
make cancer cells avoid presenting antigens on the surface[28,29]. Several studies show that downregulation
of MHC class I allowed tumor cells to escape from immune surveillance[30,31]. Alterations or mutations
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in B2M, which lead to instability of the MHC, have been shown to form resistance to immunotherapy.
Truncating alterations, loss of heterozygosity, frameshift mutations, and loss of function alterations in
B2M were found in human tumor cells that showed resistance to ICI[32,33]. Loss of function of B2M led
to the dysfunction of MHC class I, resulting in an escape from PD-1 inhibition[34]. Therefore, the genetic
deficiency of B2M may cause a lack of tumor cell recognition by T cells because of the loss of MHC class I
folding and transport to the cell surface.
Other than alterations or mutations in the MHC and its structure, the function of mismatch repair (MMR)
is key to predicting sensitivity or resistance to ICI. Flaws in DNA replication of normal cells are usually
recognized and corrected by the MMR system. High numbers of somatic mutations are seen in MMRdeficient tumors. One study showed that MMR-deficient solid tumors had somatic mutations approximately
25 times more than MMR-proficient tumors[35]. Also, the defect of MMR leads to the accumulation of
erroneous genetic products in microsatellites, resulting in a status called microsatellite instability (MSI).
MSI-high status was also found to produce more neoantigens and shown to work as a predictive marker
for ICIs in many types of cancers[24,35,36]. Therefore, MSI-high status and MMR deficiency are valuable
predictive biomarkers for ICI administration. However, there are multiple resistance mechanisms involved
with neoantigen presentation as discussed here and it is important to identify biomarkers to evaluate the
neoantigen load and response to ICI therapy.
Epigenetic changes in cancer cells

Epigenetic modification such as methylation, histone modification, and silencing in cancer cells may alter
the expression of immune-related genes, leading to changes in antigen processing, antigen presentation,
immune evasion, and T cell exhaustion[37,38]. For example, methylation of the MHC class I transactivator
known as the NOD-like receptor family, caspase recruitment domain containing 5 (NLRC5), caused
suppression of MHC class I, led to poor antigen presentation, and was linked to poor survival[39]. Among
cancers with low MHC class I antigen processing pathway (MHC-I APP), histone modifications were seen
in MHC-I APP gene promotors, leading to transcriptional silencing and decreased expression of MHC
class I, causing loss of antigen presentation and immune evasion[40]. In prostate cancer, epigenetic silencing
of JAK1 was seen and associated with insensitivity to Interferon (IFN) gamma, resulting in immune
evasion and resistance to immunotherapy[41].
Thus, agents like DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) inhibitors and histone deacetylase (HDAC)
inhibitors can cause expression of immune-related genes and reverse immune suppression by increasing
the expression of antigens, related molecules, and improvement of antigen processing, presentation,
and function of chemokines[42]. DNMT inhibitors like decitabine and azacytidine are candidates for
combination therapy with ICIs. Decitabine may directly enhance cytolytic activity through the increased
production of IFN-gamma by T cell activation[43]. De novo DNA methylation is known to contribute to T
cell exhaustion and decitabine has the potential to reverse this exhausted state and restore a T cell abundant
TME[44]. Decitabine also has a role in increasing the expression of new, MHC class I molecules and several
murine cancer-testis antigens, suggesting the possibility of improving the efficacy of immunotherapy[45].
Entinostat, an HDAC inhibitor, has been shown to neutralize myeloid-derived suppressor cells and
suppress Tregs, which enhances immunotherapy including IL-2, vaccines and PD-1 inhibitors in murine
models of lung, renal cell carcinoma, and prostate cancer[46,47]. This agent may alter resistance in breast
and pancreatic cancers, making them more responsive to immunotherapy by modulating myeloid-derived
suppressor cells (MDSCs) surrounding tumor cells[48]. Findings from ENCORE 601, a phase Ib/II trial
showed that pembrolizumab may derive benefit from the addition of entinostat in NSCLC and melanoma
patients. In this trial, a reduced number of circulating MDSCs from baseline were found to be associated
with clinical response both in NSCLC and melanoma, which were consistent with preclinical results[48-51].
Another phase I/Ib study using pembrolizumab and vorinostat, an HDAC inhibitor, showed preliminary
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antitumor activity, although no difference in the change of MDSCs was found between responders and
non-responders. The high level of stromal CD8+ T cells was associated with response in this study and
further investigation to define the mechanism of efficacy from this combination therapy is necessary[52].
Overall, these preclinical and clinical results suggest that epigenetic changes are responsible for resistance
to immunotherapy and epigenetic modifiers are strong candidates to overcome primary resistance.
Alteration of signaling pathways

There is an increasing body of evidence that the activation of different oncogenic cell signaling pathways
can impair local anti-tumor immune response and are relevant across all the different stages of
carcinogenesis[53,54].
The RAS/RAF/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway functions to transduce signals from
the extracellular space into the nucleus where it affects cell proliferation, division, and differentiation[55].
Dysregulation of this signaling pathway is implicated in malignant transformation[56]. The MAPK pathway
exerts an inhibitory influence on T cell recruitment and function by yielding vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) and IL-8, leading to a T cell-poor environment[57]. Also, activation of the MAPK pathway
through mutations in EGFR and KRAS, and EML4-ALK fusion may upregulate PD-L1 expression,
suggesting that the MAPK pathway creates the immunosuppressive environment and forms resistance to
immunotherapy[58-60]. Conversely, the inhibition of the MAPK pathway promotes CD8+ T cell activation
and infiltration within the TME and induces the expression of tumor antigens through enhancing MHC
class I expression[61-63].
The PI3K/AKT signaling pathway is a critical intracellular signaling pathway that regulates cell
proliferation and may be abnormally activated in cancer[56,64]. Loss of PTEN enhances PI3K signaling,
leading to the production of immunosuppressive cytokines such as VEGF and decreasing T cell infiltration
into the TME[65]. PTEN mutations are also potential mediators of resistance to ICI therapy [66]. Wnt
signaling is an essential regulatory pathway that governs many cellular processes such as proliferation,
migration, and stemness. Aberrations in wnt signaling are increasingly being identified as an important
mechanism of oncogenesis[67]. Furthermore, tumor-intrinsic activating β-catenin signaling can cause T
cell exclusion in melanoma and resistance to ICI therapy[54]. A recent study analyzing The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) showed a three-fold enrichment of β-catenin mutations in T cell-inflamed tumors compared
to non-inflamed tumors[68]. These findings support the future development of inhibitors of this pathway for
recruiting immune cell infiltration and improving the outcomes of immunotherapy.
Regulation of IFN

IFN-gamma is one of the T cell effector cytokines and is known to help inhibit tumor cell growth by
suppressing cell proliferation, facilitating apoptosis in cancer cells, and upregulating tumor antigen
presentation on beta-2 microglobulin through the JAK-STAT signaling pathway. Persistent IFN-gamma
stimulation renders susceptible melanoma cells resistant to immunotherapy[69]; while the increased
frequency of mutations in the IFN-gamma pathway genes (IFN-gamma receptor 1 and 2, JAK2, and
interferon regulatory factor 1) were detected through the analysis of tumor cells in patients who did not
respond to anti-CTLA-4 therapy[70]. Additionally, JAK1/2 mutation leads to primary resistance to PD-1/
PD-L1 blockade treatment through the loss of IFN-gamma induced expression of MHC class I and PD-L1,
phosphorylation of the STAT transcription factor, and IFN-gamma mediated growth arrest[71]. Thus, tumor
cells can escape the effects of IFN-gamma by downregulating or mutating molecules involved in the IFNgamma signaling pathway.

MECHANISMS OF EXTRINSIC RESISTANCE
Extrinsic factors that contribute to the formation of resistance to immunotherapy are mainly involved
with the TME. Other causes are inhibitory immune checkpoints, cytokines, factors associated with
angiogenesis, and other remote factors such as the microbiome.
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Absence of T cells and the STING pathway

Many factors intricately interact with each other within tumor cells and in the TME. Intrinsic factors that
cause a decrease in intratumoral T cell infiltration include epigenetic changes and intracellular signaling
pathways. However, dendritic cells (DCs) or other antigen-presenting cells (APCs) are known to play
important roles in the infiltration of T cells into the TME [Figure 1]. The stimulator of interferon genes
(STING) signaling pathway significantly contributes to innate immune sensing of immunogenic tumors[72].
The upregulation of this pathway results in the activation of antigen-presenting cells and priming of CD8+
T cells against tumors. It was shown that STING-deficient mice cannot provoke a sufficient T cell response
against tumor cells due to insufficient recruitment and activation of DCs. Moreover, the inhibition of both
CTLA-4 and PD-1/PD-L1 interactions is not effective in a STING-deficient mouse model[72]. Downstream
of the STING pathway is IFN-beta, which is essential in presenting tumor antigen to CD8+ T cells. There
are multiple reports to establish the rationale for using STING-agonists for cancer treatment as potential
candidates to overcome immunotherapy resistance[73-77].
Intratumoral administration of a STING agonist such as cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (CDG)
and synthetic cyclic dinucleotide (CDN) suppresses tumor growth with enhanced type I IFN signaling,
chemokines including CXCL10 and CCL5, and T cell migration[74,78]. Moreover, the combination of
intratumoral CDG injection with a systemic checkpoint inhibitor potentiated survival benefit in a mouse
model with castrate-resistant prostate cancer by enhancing intratumoral ratios of CD8+ T cells to Tregs,
macrophages, and MDSCs synergistically. Single-agent CDG failed to elicit the abscopal effect in this
study, suggesting that combination immunotherapy is necessary to provide systemic benefit[77]. Currently,
multiple strategies have been implemented to enhance the systemic efficacy of treatment using the STING
pathway. For instance, nanoparticles or liposomal delivery was shown to enhance immune efficacy[79,80],
and a STING agonist conjugated with antibodies as antibody-drug conjugates has been developed[81].
Several clinical trials are ongoing to target the STING pathway to overcome immunotherapy resistance
(NCT04096638) (NCT03010176).
Exosomal PD-L1

Ordinarily, PD-L1 on the surface of tumor cells interacts with PD-1 to suppress the immune reaction
around the tumor environment. However, PD-L1 has also been detected on the surface of extracellular
vesicles (EV) generated from tumor cells, and this EV PD-L1 is associated with the suppression of
immunity against tumor and tumor progression[82,83]. Additionally, a particular form of EV PD-L1,
exosomal PD-L1, is presumably helpful in predicting the efficacy of anti-PD-1 therapy[84]. A study showed
the genetic blockage of this exosomal PD-L1 facilitates activation of T cells in the draining lymph node and
exosomal PD-L1-deficient tumor cells suppress tumor cell proliferation. Thus, exosomal PD-L1 seems to
contribute to resistance to ICI and could be a possible molecular target to regain anti-tumor immunity[85].
Immunosuppressive cells

Tregs
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are known to suppress effector T cells and APCs, maintaining immune status
and self-tolerance[86-88]. They do so by three principal mechanisms: consuming IL-2 through its receptor
CD25, downregulating costimulatory signals to effector T cells through the binding of CTLA-4 and
CD80/86, and direct inhibition by secreting inhibitory cytokines including IL-35, IL-10 and transforming
growth factor β (TGF-β) or inducing apoptosis by producing perforin and granzyme[89-91]. In addition to
these known mechanisms, the increased levels of Tregs and decreased ratio of effector T cells to Tregs
in the TME is associated with a poor prognosis in human tumors[92]. Conversely, the high levels of
FoxP3 protein, which was relatively specific for Tregs prior to the initiation of ipilimumab treatment for
melanoma patients, were related to better clinical outcomes[93]. Therefore, Tregs are indeed a desirable
target to overcome resistance to ICI therapy. Previous studies have found that anti-CTLA-4 antibody
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depletes tumor-infiltrating Tregs in the melanoma mouse model, which expressed granulocyte macrophage
colony-stimulating factor and Fcγ receptor on macrophages was involved with depletion of Tregs by an
anti-CTLA-4 antibody[94]. To overcome resistance to anti-CTLA-4 antibody monotherapy, a strategy for
increasing intratumoral Treg depletion was attempted. The depletion of Tregs and greater antitumor
efficacy were gained by an engineered Fc-region-modified anti-CTLA-4 antibody with high antibodydependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity or adding Toll-like receptor 1/2 ligand to anti-CTLA-4 antibody in
preclinical models[95-97]. These findings were meaningful in building a strategy for tumors with high relative
expression of Tregs.
Myeloid-derived suppressor cells
Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are one of the key mediators controlling the immune status in
the TME[98]. They have multiple roles including the suppression of CD8+ T cells, angiogenesis, cell invasion,
and metastasis in cancer cells[99,100]. A lower frequency of circulating MDSCs in patients with melanoma
is associated with a higher response to ipilimumab[101]. Moreover, long-time melanoma survivors who
were previously treated with ipilimumab had a decrease in MDSCs[102]. These clinical data suggest that
MDSCs may be an essential biomarker to predict the efficacy of ICI and a potential target to overcome ICI
resistance.
One potential method to target MDSCs is through the selective inactivation of macrophage PI3Kγ, which
in turn stimulates an immune-stimulatory transcriptional program leading to CD8+ T cell activation and
cytotoxicity. Additionally, PI3Kγ inhibition has been shown to synergize with ICI therapy, leading to tumor
regression and increased survival in a mouse model[103]. Another function of PI3Kγ signaling is activating
integrin α4 to promote myeloid cell adhesion and invasion into tumor cells. Indeed, integrin α4 was shown
to promote MDSCs polarization, inhibit antitumor immunity, and facilitate tumor growth. Consequently,
inhibition of PI3Kγ and integrin α4 was shown to be associated with the stimulation of DC, recruitment of
CD8+ T cells, prevention of MDSCs accumulation, and reduction of immunosuppressive factors around
tumor cells[104]. Moreover, anti-PD-L1 efficacy is strongly enhanced when treated with a selective inhibitor
of PI3Kδ/γ through the inhibition of MSDCs[105]. Based on these data, several clinical trials using ICIs
and PI3K inhibitors are currently underway. Recently, TNF-related apoptosis induced ligand-receptors
(TRAIL-R) agonistic antibody opened up possibilities as a new treatment option for its apoptotic function
and possibly as a selective inhibitor of MDSCs[106].
The vitamin A derivative all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA), which is part of the standard treatment for acute
promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is another compound that can be used for MDSCs suppression[107]. ATRA
is known to induce differentiation of immature myelocytic cells and likewise, differentiate and decrease
circular MDSCs. The combination of ATRA with different immunostimulatory agents has shown that
ATRA can decrease the number of circulating MDSCs[108-110].
Tumor-associated macrophages
According to the environment, whereever they migrate to, macrophages can be classified as M1 or M2. M2
macrophages possess tumorigenic features and macrophages that are educated in the TME differentiate
into the specific form known as tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs). Increased levels of TAMs are
known to be associated with metastasis and poor prognosis in human tumors. In vivo, TAMs capture the
anti-PD-1 antibody from the T cell surface immediately after the anti-PD-1 antibody binds PD-1-positive
tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells, causing resistance to the ICI[111]. For these reasons, targeting TAMs is a
legitimate way to restrain tumor progression. Potential agents are CXCR4 inhibitors, CSF-1R inhibitors,
an anti-macrophage receptor with collagenous structure (MARCO) antibody, and PD-1 inhibitor. CXCR4,
a chemokine receptor, is a G protein-coupled receptor and usually expressed on monocytes, B cells,
and naïve T cells in the peripheral blood[112]. CXCR4 has an important function in tumor metastasis,
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progression, and angiogenesis[113]. In chemotherapy-treated mouse tumors, TAMs which expressed CXCR4
were predominant cells in the TME and CXCR4 inhibitor monotherapy was found to block M2-like TAMs,
resulting in the inhibition of tumor progression[114]. CSF-1R, a receptor for macrophage-colony stimulating
growth factor, is another valuable molecule contributing to TAMs regulation. CSF-1R inhibitor showed
tumor regression when combined with anti-PD-1 or CTLA-4 antibody and gemcitabine in pancreatic
cancer models and showed synergy with adoptive cellular therapy in melanoma cell models[115,116]. MARCO
is a scavenger receptor expressed on the surface of a group of suppressive TAMS, and a monoclonal
antibody targeting it showed a response in breast and colorectal cancer, and melanoma models while
facilitating the efficacy of anti-CTLA-4 antibody therapy[116]. PD-1 expressed on TAMs is associated with
less phagocytosis against cancer cells and thus, PD-1/PD-L1 inhibition on TAMs increases macrophage
phagocytosis[117]. This blockade also reduces tumor growth and improves survival in mouse models. This
suggests that anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy is potentially useful not only by inhibiting T cell and tumor cell
interaction but also by suppressing TAMs activity, leading to improvement in the efficacy of ICI[117].
T cell exhaustion
T cells infiltrating into the TME have been demonstrated as having an active role in predicting the
effectiveness of immunotherapy[118]. Other than mechanisms such as intracellular signaling pathways,
epigenetic changes that lead to T cell exhaustion, there are additional factors that exclude the assembly
of T cells and make the microenvironment invulnerable to cytotoxic T cells. As prior reports have
demonstrated, abundant tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells are crucial for determining sensitivity to
immunotherapy[119]. Additionally, sufficient numbers of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes correlate with a
high rate of objective response in melanoma patients who undergo adoptive cell transfer treatment[120].
Constant T cell receptor stimulation with tumor-specific neoantigen induces an increased level of PD-1
expression on effector T cells, consequently leading them into an exhausted and ineffective state[121].
Increased expression of PD-1 in effector T cells correlates with poor prognosis, while the degree of PD-L1
expression may be related to the efficacy of ICI therapy[121-123].
Recently, T cell dysfunction was shown to determine the efficacy of ICI therapy. Functional heterogeneity
of T cells was observed during virus infection and around tumor cells and recent studies showed there
were two distinct subsets of exhausted T cells - a progenitor subset and a terminally differentiated subset. A
progenitor subset expresses T cell factor 1 (TCF1), PD-1, and a low level of TIM3. This subset accompanies
stem cell-like properties, such as proliferative potential and ability to differentiate and memory T celllike features. These progenitor T cells promoted tumor control in response to vaccination and ICI therapy,
and an increased frequency of TCF1+PD-1+TIM3low CD8+ T cells were associated with longer survival. On
the other hand, a terminally differentiated subset was found to have exhausted properties with inhibitory
receptor expression. This terminally differentiated subset (typically PD-1+TCF1-TIM3high CD8+ T cells)
has highly cytotoxic features but lacks long-term duration of response to ICI therapy. The differentiation
of exhaustion in CD8 T cells was induced through epigenetic modification such as the transcriptional
regulator TOX. These features suggest the strategy to increase the frequency of the progenitor subset
which controls tumor control and can respond to ICI therapy is reasonable to overcome resistance to ICI.
Moreover, evaluation of not only the numbers but also the specific state of exhaustion in tumor-infiltrating
T cells could be a valuable predictor of immunotherapy response[124-127]. Along with effector T cells,
memory T cells can also lapse into an exhausted condition in the context of continuous tumor antigen
exposure. When compared to good responders, inadequate response to anti-PD-1 treatment is associated
with fewer memory T cells, suggesting that weak memory T cell formation in the TME leads to insufficient
efficacy of ICI therapy[128]. This finding suggests poor memory T cell formation in the TME leads to
insufficient efficacy of cancer immunotherapy. To overcome this T cell exhaustion, the resurrection of
effector T cell function is necessary. The strategy includes the inhibition of inhibitory immune checkpoints
and the activation of costimulatory checkpoints expressed on the surface of T cells, leading to reactivation
of T cell ability to attack tumor cells. These strategies are discussed separately in detail later.
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Epithelial-mesenchymal transition
Recently, studies involving the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) have been attributed as an
emerging mechanism of resistance to immunotherapy. EMT is the process that results in dedifferentiation
of epithelial tumor cells to a mesenchymal phenotype with motile, invasive, and metastatic features due
to tumor cell plasticity[129]. Several studies showed that EMT and tumor cell plasticity were associated
with resistance to cancer therapy such as cytotoxic chemotherapy and molecular-targeting therapy [130-132].
In the process of EMT, cancer cells downregulate epithelial markers such as E-cadherin and upregulate
mesenchymal markers including collagen, vimentin, and fibronectin, regulated by multiple molecules
such as interleukin-8 (IL-8) and TGF-β, or transcription factors such as brachyury. Through EMT,
mesenchymal-like tumors can acquire multiple immune escape mechanisms such as T cell exclusion in
the TME, resistance to immune-mediated cytotoxicity by T cells and NK cells, and expression of PD-L1
on tumor cells[129]. Thus, factors involved with EMT are potentially targetable to overcome resistance to
immunotherapy.
IL-8 has been shown to promote mesenchymal features in cancer cells with its receptors CXCR1 and
CXCR2[133]. The overexpression of IL-8 is associated with poor clinical outcomes in multiple types of
solid tumors[134]. TGF-β has also been shown to promote tumor cell plasticity through activation of
multiple EMT transcriptional factors and immune suppression in the TME by T cell exclusion, resulting
in resistance to immunotherapy[135-137]. TGF-β is well known to have multiple roles, from stemness to
metastasis in cancer cells[138]. Its notable roles include the induction of fibrosis and angiogenesis as well
as remodeling the TME through the suppression of T cell configuration[139]. TGF-β signaling activation
in urothelial cancer fibroblasts triggering exclusion of CD8+ T cells from the tumor parenchyma has
been identified as a cause for the lack of response to anti-PD-L1 therapy. This study also found that the
combination therapy of TGF-β inhibitor with anti-PD-L1 treatment reduced TGF-β signaling in stromal
cells, which enabled cytotoxic T cells to penetrate the tumors and converted the TME from “cold” to
“hot” in a mouse model[136]. Recently, the use of bifunctional fusion proteins, which possesses anti-PD-L1
antibody linked to the extracellular domain of TGF-βR molecules, has been attempted with promising
results in preclinical models and several early-phase clinical trials have been reported[140-143].
Other than IL-8 and TGF-β, there are several molecules and transcriptional factors that have been
developed to overcome ICI resistance and used in several clinical trials. For example, AXL, a member of
the TAM receptor tyrosine kinase family, is an inducer of tumor cell plasticity and its expression increases
tumor cell invasion and metastasis by promoting T cell exclusion[144,145]. AXL inhibitor or its pathway
modulator is now used with ICIs including nivolumab, pembrolizumab, durvalumab, and avelumab[129].
Also, vaccine therapy that targets immunogenic peptides or epitopes of an EMT transcriptional factor may
be a novel approach to overcome resistance. For example, vaccines directly targeting brachyury increased
the number of CD8+ T cells and suppressed tumor growth in mouse models and human cancer cells[146-149].
Based on these mechanisms of resistance and current trials, agents that modify tumor cell plasticity and
reduce EMT would become treatment options for cancer patients.
Immune checkpoints other than PD-1 and CTLA-4
Other than PD-1 and CTLA-4, many immune checkpoints exist on the surface of T cells, and the
interactions between them and ligands on tumor cells are potentially important to determine the clinical
response of ICIs. The suppression of co-stimulatory checkpoints and activation of other inhibitory
checkpoints is an important mechanism that renders immunotherapy inefficient. CD40, which belongs to
the tumor necrosis factor receptor, is known to be expressed on tumor cells, and its ligand, CD40-L, on the
surface of T cells[150]. CD40 stimulation converts the “cold” TME into an immunologically “rich” site, and
the monotherapy of a CD40 agonist has shown tolerability in a phase I study[151,152]. A phase I study using
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the combination treatment of CD40 agonist with anti-CTLA-4 antibody, tremelimumab, for melanoma
patients resulted in a 27.3% objective response rate and increased T cell activation and infiltration[152].
OX40 (CD134) which is also a TNF receptor expressed on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells is another stimulatory
molecule that can serve as a possible target to overcome resistance to anti-PD-1/CTLA-4 antibody
therapy[153]. Successful research on monotherapy or combination therapy drove more current clinical trials
using agnostic anti-OX40 antibody[154-156].
Additional inhibitory checkpoints are T cell immunoglobulin and mucin 3 (Tim-3), T cell immunoglobulin
and immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) Domain (TIGIT), lymphocyte-activation
gene-3 (LAG-3), and V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA)[157]. Tim-3 is usually expressed
on T cells, macrophages, and NK-cells. Tim-3 and PD-1 are expressed on T cells simultaneously and their
co-expression is associated with poor prognosis in several types of cancer such as melanoma, NSCLC, and
renal cell carcinoma[158-160]. A phase I study of anti-Tim-3 monoclonal antibody is ongoing (NCT02817633).
TIGIT is another inhibitory receptor mainly expressed on T cells and NK cells. With its ligand, poliovirus
receptor, the role of TIGIT in the tumor immune environment resembles the PD-1/PD-L1 interaction in
tumor immunosuppression[161,162]. An early-phase clinical trial mainly targeting hematological malignancies
is currently ongoing (NCT04045028), possibly allowing new treatment strategies and improving clinical
responses[163].
LAG-3 is found on T cells, NK cells, B cells, and DCs. There are mainly three ligands for LAG3, MHC class
II molecules on APCs, Galectin-3, and liver sinusoidal endothelial cell lectin (LSECtin)[164,165]. Their roles
are competitive inhibition of antigen and T cell receptor, suppression of tumor-specific T cell responses,
and the inhibition of antitumor T cell responses, respectively. Although LAG-3 seems to have limited
functionality compared to other inhibitory checkpoints, monotherapy or combination therapy using an
anti-LAG3 antibody has been studied, showing some efficacy[166,167].
Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase
Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) is an enzyme that has a role in tryptophan catabolism to kynurenine.
It is known to inhibit effector T cell functions, contributing to peripheral tolerance. IFN-gamma induces
IDO expression, which is associated with a poor prognosis in many types of cancers[168,169]. IDO is involved
in immune escape by inhibiting effector T cells and with neovascularization by modulating the level of
inflammatory cytokines such as IFN-gamma and IL-6, leading to tumor cell proliferation[170]. For these
reasons, IDO gained interest as a targetable molecule in the era of immunotherapy and several earlyphase trials using IDO inhibitors are currently underway. The use of the IDO-1 inhibitor, epacadostat,
as monotherapy was evaluated in a phase I trial, showing tolerability but a limited objective response,
presumably due to other pathways resulting in immune escape[171]. To suppress these immune escape
mechanisms, combination therapies using IDO inhibitors with other agents such as PD-1 inhibitors and
chemotherapy have been evaluated. Several early-phase trials combining the IDO inhibitors epacadostat
and indoximod with a PD-1 inhibitor have showed encouraging results in solid tumor patients.
However, the phase III KEYNOTE-252/ECHO-301 trial, which tested epacadostat in combination with
pembrolizumab in advanced melanoma patients unexpectedly, had negative results[172,173]. Chemotherapy
or radiation therapy, which induces antigen presentation from cell death are possibly needed to establish
robust strategies for using an IDO inhibitor. Thus, triple therapy trials using chemotherapy, vaccine, or
other checkpoint inhibitors in addition to IDO inhibitor and PD-1 inhibitor are ongoing (NCT03322566)
(NCT03661320) (NCT03519256) (NCT03006302) (NCT02658890).
Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis is known to play an essential role in tumor growth and metastasis in solid tumors[174]. Antiangiogenetic agents that inhibit VEGF or its receptor VEGFR have been approved for several malignancies
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such as colon and ovarian cancer. However, VEGF not only has the ability to enhance angiogenesis but also
has an immunosuppressive role by increasing Fas ligand expression in endothelial cells to reduce effector
T cells and upregulate Tregs in the TME, contributing to ICI therapy resistance[175-177]. For this reason,
targeting VEGF is an important strategy to reinforce anti-tumor immunity [178-182]. With this in mind,
clinical trials testing the efficacy of combination therapy using an angiogenesis inhibitor and ICI are being
conducted and have demonstrated positive results in some phase 3 trials[183-185].
Enteric microbiome
The enteric microbiome is associated with a wide variety of diseases including inflammatory bowel disease,
arthritis, and Parkinson’s disease[186]. It is now understood that the microbiome can have an influence
on cancer prognosis[187]. Several studies have elucidated the relationship between the enteric microbiome
and cancer growth over the last few years. The gut microbiota may modulate immunity against tumor
cells through the activation of DCs in the intestine. Moreover, the migration of enteric bacteria to
the TME along with the activation of effector T cells also has an important role to invoke anti-cancer
immunity[188]. Products from enterobacterial flora such as pathogen-associated molecular patterns could
induce antigen presentation and result in the activation of effector T cells, DCs, macrophages, and NK
cells[188,189]. In concordance with these results, recent data from several groups have shown a correlation
between the gut microbiome, antibiotics use, and the efficacy of immunotherapy[190]. While species like
Bifidobacterium, Collinsella, Faecalibacterium, Ruminococcaceae, Akkermansia, and Enterococcus were
found to be enriched in responders to anti-PD-1 therapy, species such as Bacteroides were enriched in nonresponders[190-192]. Also, Bacteroides species were associated with positive efficacy from the anti-CTLA-4
antibody. Fecal microbial transplantation from patients with good response to anti-CTLA-4 antibody and
supplementation of Bacteroides species to germ-free mice resulted in improved response to anti-CTLA-4
antibody[193]. Additionally, solid tumor patients such as non-small cell lung cancer who received antibiotics
just before the start of anti-PD-1 antibody had lower response rates and poorer survival[194,195]. As a result,
modification of the enteric microbiome seems to augment the clinical efficacy of ICI therapy. Previous
studies using mouse models have found that probiotics or fecal microbiota transplantation combined with
ICIs induces a synergetic effect and evasion from treatment resistance. For example, oral administration
of Bifidobacterium with anti-PD-L1 antibody therapy was effective in diminishing tumor growth through
the augmented function of DCs leading to CD8+ T cell priming and accumulation in the TME[196]. At this
time, some enteric species seem beneficial for reinforcing the efficacy of ICIs but the precise immunological
and metabolic effects of microbiome-based interventions on cancer immunotherapy remain unknown.
However, the enteric microbiome clearly affects cancer immunity and these findings have set the stage for
exciting clinical trials in this arena[197].

CONCLUSION
Our comprehensive literature review has uncovered a wide range of immunotherapy resistance
mechanisms and potential areas of further research into therapeutic strategies involving genetics, to the
cellular microenvironment and the microbiota. Due to the accumulation of evidence supporting the
promising results of combination therapy, including checkpoint inhibitors and other agents, systemically
and locally [Tables 1 and 2], it is vital to optimize treatment based on the mechanism of the patient’s
relapse or recurrence. More importantly, future discoveries should include drug resistance biomarker
development to improve decision making for each patient. This emphasizes the importance of welldesigned clinical trials, which may further enhance our understanding of immunotherapy resistance and
strategies to overcome them.
The immuno-oncology therapeutic landscape has undergone significant changes over the last decade due
to the emergence of ICIs. However, many patients still do not respond to these agents due to primary
immunotherapy resistance. Furthermore, there are patients who despite responding initially, develop
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Table 1. Systemic therapies with the potential to overcome ICI resistance and their putative mechanisms

Systemic treatment

Representative agents

Immune checkpoint inhibitor

Anti-PD-1 inhibitor
Anti-PD-L1 inhibitor
Anti-CTLA-4 inhibitor
Anti-TIGIT inhibitor
Anti-Tim-3 inhibitor
Anti-LAG-3 inhibitor
Anti-VISTA inhibitor
CA-170
Immune-stimulatory molecule CD40 agonist
agonist
OX40 agonist

Chemotherapy

Molecular targeting therapy
MAPK pathway

PI3K-AKT pathway
WNT/β-catenin
pathway
IFN-JAK-STAT
pathway
EPHA2-TGF-β-PTSG2
pathway

41BB agonist
ICOS agonist
GITR agonist
Gemcitabine
Temozolomide
Cisplatin
Paclitaxel
EGFR inhibitor
MEK inhibitor
BRAF inhibitor
AKT inhibitor
mTOR inhibitor
β-catenin inhibitor
STAT3 inhibitor
JAK2 inhibitor

TGF-β inhibitor

CDK4/6 inhibitor

Immunomodulating
molecules

SERPINB9 inhibitor
IDO inhibitor

Adenosine axis

Anti-CD38 inhibitor

Angiogenesis

Anti-CD39 inhibitor
Anti-CD73 inhibitor
A2R antagonist
Anti-VEGF/VEGFR inhibitor

Targeting immunosuppressive molecules
Tregs
Anti-CCR-4 inhibitor
Fc-region-modified anti-CTLA-4 antibody
MDSCs
PI3Kδ/γ inhibitor
Agonistic TRAIL-R antibody
ATRA
Tumor-associated
CXCR-4 inhibitor
macrophages (TAMs)
CSF-1R inhibitor
MARCO inhibitor
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor
AXL

AXL inhibitor

Mechanism of overcoming resistance
Activates effector T cells
Reactivates antigen-T cell connection
Increases T cell proliferation
Reverses T cell exhaustion
Decreases Tregs

Dual blockade of PD-1/PD-L1 and VISTA
Upregulates T cell infiltration and activation
Increases DCs infiltration, activates APC
maturation, decreases MDSCs
Suppresses Tregs
Increases TIL
Activates effector T cells
Helps T cell memory formation
Helps T cell memory formation
Excises MDSCs
Increases mutations and neoantigens
Increases CD8+ T cells and PD-L1 expression
Activates immunogenic cell damage
Promotes CD8+ T cell activation and infiltration
within the TME
Induces the expression of tumor antigens

Ref.
[10-13]
[10-13]
[8,9,14]
[161-163]
[158-160]
[166,167]
[199,200]
[201]
[151,152]

[152-156]
[202]
[203]
[204]
[205]
[206]
[207]
[208]
[61-63]

Decreases the production of immunosuppressive [65]
cytokines
Increases T cell-mediated cytotoxicity
Suppresses WNT/β-catenin pathway
Downregulates oncogenic STAT signaling
Preserves inflammatory signals for anti-tumor
immunity
Activates T cell infiltration
Decreases fibrosis around tumor cells
Decreases Tregs and EMT
Suppresses immune evasion
Increases antigen presentation
Downregulates immune evasion
Activates effector T cells
Inhibits neovascularization
Decreases inflammatory cytokines
Increases effector T cells
Decreases MDSCs and Tregs
Increases effector T cells, IFNγ, and DCs
Increases CD4+ T cells and IFNγ
Activates effector T cells
Inhibits angiogenesis
Upregulates proinflammatory cytokines
Increases antigen-specific T cell migration
Impairs Tregs
Depletes intratumoral Tregs
Activates CD8+ T cells
Activates apoptosis
Decreases circulating MDSCs
Inhibits TAMs
Inhibits TAMs
Inhibits TAMs
Inhibits PD-1 on TAMs leading to macrophage
phagocytosis
Inhibits EMT and T cell exclusion

[209]
[210]
[211]

[137,140-143]

[212]
[213]
[172,173]

[214,215]
[216,217]
[218]
[219]
[177-181,183-185]

[220]
[95,96]
[105]
[106]
[108-110]
[114]
[115,116]
[116]
[117]
[144,145]
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Cytokines

Chemokine inhibition

IL-2
IL-12
IL-15
CCR-1 antagonist
CCR-2 antagonist
Anti-IL-8 antibody

CXCR-1/2 inhibitor
CXCR-2 inhibitor

Adoptive cell transfer

TIL ACT
CART

Cancer vaccine

Long peptide vaccine
RNA vaccine
DC vaccine
Vaccine targeting brachyury

Epigenetic modulators

STING pathway activator

Gut microbiome modification

DNA methyltransferase inhibitor

Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor
CDG, CDN
STING agonist ADCs
Modified STING agonist
Probiotics
Fecal transplantation

Use or avoid antibiotics
Other immune-related targets Exosomal PD-L1 inhibitor

Enhances CD8+ T cell response
Activates effector T cells and NK cells
Increases IFNγ
Expands NK cells
Reduces MDSCs in the TME
Reduces MDSCs in the TME
Inhibits mesenchymal proteins
Enhances NK and T cell-mediated killing
Reduces MDSCs
Reduces MDSCs
Inhibits EMT
Suppresses neutrophil/myeloid-derived
suppressor cells
Improves T cell entry to the TME
Increases T cell infiltration
Induces attack by T cells with tumor antigenspecific engineered TCR
Presents neoantigens to APCs
Induces neoantigen production
Ameliorates antigen presentation
Activates CD8+ effector T cells
Increases CD8+ T cells
Decreases EMT
Improves antigen processing and presentation
Improves chemokine function
Reverses T cell exhaustion
Suppresses immunosuppressive cells in the TME
Activates APCs, CD8+ T cells, and DCs
Enhances STING pathway
Decreases immune-related adverse effects
Increases intratumoral DCs and T cell priming
Increases intratumoral DCs and effector T cells
Decreases CD4+ FoxP3+ Tregs in the TME
Controversial
Activates T cells in the draining lymph node
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[221]
[222,223]
[224]
[225]
[226,227]
[228]

[229]
[230]

[231]
[232]
[233]
[233]
[233]
[146-149]
[43-45]

[46-52]
[73-81]

[196,234]
[193]
[194,195]
[85]

ICI: Immune checkpoint inhibitor; PD-1: programmed death 1; PD-L1: programmed cell death ligand 1; MDSC: myeloid-derived suppressor
cell; IDO: Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; APC: antigen-presenting cell; TME: tumor microenvironment; DCs: dendritic cells; CDG: cyclic
diguanylate; CDN: cyclic dinucleotide; EMT: epithelial-mesenchymal transition; VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factor
Table 2. Loco-regional strategies to overcome ICI resistance and putative mechanisms through which this occurs

Local treatment
Ablation
Radiotherapy

Agents
External irradiation

[235-237]

Anti-CTLA-4 inhibitor
IL-2

Increases CD8+ T cells in the TME

[240]
[240-243]

Engineered bacteria
GM-CSF encoding HSV-1
Coxsackie A virus
TLR agonist

Activates TIL, leading to systemic antitumor immunity
Enhances CD8+ T cell infiltration
Enhances CD8+ T cell infiltration
Increases type I IFN and CD8+ T cell infiltration
Depletes Tregs
Induces TILs
Suppresses MDSCs

Incision

-

Cryoablation

-

Bacteria
Oncolytic virus
Targeting
Toll-like receptor
Vaccine

Ref.

Local control
Increases antigen presentation
Local control
Increases antigen presentation
Local control
Modifies heterogeneity
Local control
Increases antigen presentation

RFA

Intralesional administration
Immune checkpoint inhibitor
Cytokine

Mechanism

BCG vaccine

Induces IFNγ and CD8+ T cells

[238]

[239]

[244]
[245]
[245]
[97,245]
[246]

ICI: Immune checkpoint inhibitor; CTLA-4: cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4; TME: tumor microenvironment; IFN: interferon;
IL: interleukin
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resistance later. One approach to reduce the number of response failures will be to identify biomarkers
predictive of response that may then allow better screening of patients before undergoing ICI treatment and
then, offer alternative therapeutics as indicated. The other approach will be to identify the mechanisms of
primary or acquired resistance and to find new combination therapies to overcome these issues [Figure 2B].
Due to the limited number of animal models that can be used to generate pre-clinical data on these
immune-oncology agents, it is imperative to maximize the utility of preclinical studies focusing on
mechanisms of action and to quickly pivot over to clinical trials to test their safety and efficacy. Moreover,
it is key to further support the preclinical hypothesis with patient biopsy specimens and peripheral blood
samples under clinical trial settings, which will then become the most important correlative research
studies in order to advance the development of immune-oncology agents.
Previously, correlative research studies have been dependent on an individual researcher’s laboratory assays.
This approach poses a significant bottleneck however, when molecular or immunological analysis is done
on patient tissues across multiple clinical studies since typically, the assay used by one investigator cannot
be validated at the pre-analytical or analytical stage, and hence data comparison and analysis become
difficult. To address this most critical issue, the NCI Division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis (DCTD)
and Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program (CTEP) have established a “Cancer Immune Monitoring and
Analysis Centers (CIMACs) and its associated database center “Cancer Immunological Data Commons”
(CIDC) using the NIH U24 grant mechanism[198]. The Investigational Drug Branch (IDB) at CTEP supports
early phase 1-2 trials under their network, Experimental Therapeutics Clinical Trials Network and these
network investigators need a laboratory resource with biomarker expertise with which they can be closely
aligned with. Therefore, immunotherapy trials and correlative scientific assays can be developed jointly.
Once the trial is completed, trial results are submitted to the CIDC for secondary analyses by the greater
research community.
The NCI DCTD has another resource named the “Drug Resistance and Sensitivity” (DRSC) program,
which was initiated to support the research on the mechanisms of action of drug resistance and sensitivity.
However, the uniqueness of this approach is not to focus on preclinical models, which are commonly
addressed within regular RO1 type of grants but to develop the hypothesis-driven research using patientderived samples from DCTD sponsored trials. Thus, the U54 DRSC and CIMACs can complement each
other in research aimed at immune-oncology agent drug resistance mechanisms under clinical trials. Data
generated from the DRSC network activities will then be deposited to the NCI Genomic Data Commons,
allowing further analysis by the extramural research community.
The advent of immunotherapy has paved the way to a very exciting time for the treatment of many
different cancers. As our understanding of these immune agents and the different ways of treatment
resistance develops, it is more important than ever to build upon our knowledge of these mechanisms to
help identify avenues to overcome it and thereby, increase the number of patients who can benefit from
these novel therapies.
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